A phase demodulation of dual-cavity fiber-optic Fabry-Perot interferometer based on opencavity and silica-cavity was proposed and experimentally demonstrated for pressure and temperature sensing. In contrast to the commonly used wavelength demodulation, the phase demodulation for dual-cavity fiberoptic Fabry-Perot interferometer used in this paper has the advantages of simplicity, rapidity and high precision. By the phase demodulation in the spatial frequency domain, pressure sensitivity of −2.07 rad/Mpa and temperature sensitivity of −5.48 × 10 −4 rad/ • C are obtained for the open-cavity, and pressure and temperature sensitivity are respectively −0.16 rad/Mpa and −1.5 × 10 −2 rad/ • C for the silica-cavity. Thus, this structure can achieve concurrent the pressure and temperature sensing as a result of that pressure and temperature sensing characteristics of the open-cavity are different from silica-cavity.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the fiber-optic Fabry-Perot interferometers have been widely applied to lots of sensing fields, such as transverse load [1] , [2] , temperature [3] , [4] , strain [5] , [6] , refractive index [7] , [8] , magnetic field [9] , [10] et al, owing to their advantages of resistance to electromagnetic interference, compact size, and low weight. The cross-noise introduced by temperature fluctuation is frustrating for measurements of many physical quantities, such as strain, transverse load and refractive index. In general, this problem can be solved by temperature compensation, which makes the sensing system more complex and expensive. Fortunately, this problem can be solved by simultaneously sensing the desired parameter and temperature. This not only reduces the cost and complexity, but also solves the problem of cross noise caused by temperature. Thus, realizing to simultaneously measure desired physical quantity and temperature has The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Md. Selim Habib . a wide promising application in the sensing field. Simultaneous measurement of dual or more physical parameters has become an important topic in sensing. At present, multiparameter measurement has become a research hotspot. Dualparameter measurement based on dual-cavity fiber-optic Fabry-Perot interferometer has been extensively studied. The simultaneous sensing of pressure and temperature [11] - [15] , strain and temperature [16] , temperature and refractive index [17] , [18] have been proposed. However, the previous reported hybrid structures are fabricated by special optical fibers, femtosecond lasers or complex chemical processes, which are expensive or complex fabrication. Therefore, it is useful to develop a dual-parameter sensor with the low cost and easy manufacture. In addition, filtering procedure is firstly performed based on the wavelength demodulation for the multi-cavity hybrid fiber-optic FPI, which can bring about high complexity and error occurrence.
In this work, the miniature fiber-optic dual-parameter sensor is theoretically and experimentally demonstrated for concurrent sensing of pressure and temperature. This dual-parameter sensor is only created by fiber large lateral offset splicing with easy fabrication and low cost. Moreover, the phase demodulation in the spatial frequency domain is applied to fiber-optic dual-cavity Fabry-Perot interferometer with advantages of simplicity, rapidity and high precision. Finally, this sensing structure is easily to concurrently measure pressure and temperature for the reason that sensing characteristics of open-cavity are different from silica-cavity to temperature and pressure.
II. DEVICE FABRICATION, SIMULATION AND OPERATING PRINCIPLE
The Fig. 1 shows manufacturing process of fiber-optic dualcavity Fabry-Perot interferometer which is created by large lateral offset splicing. Firstly, as shown in Fig. 1 (a), one single mode fiber (SMF) was spliced to the other one with large lateral offset of 66 µm by fiber fusion splicer (Fujikura FSM-45PM). To ensure structural stability, arc discharge power of 6 b bit, arc discharge duration time of 800 ms and overlap length of 8 µm were set. Secondly, as seen in Fig. 1(b) , the SMF on right was cleaved under the microscope, and spliced to other one to create open-cavity. Finally, the SMF on one side of open-cavity was cleaved under the microscope to produce silica-cavity, as shown in Fig. 1(c) . The Fig. 1(d) shows microscope image of the dual-cavity fiber-optic Fabry-Perot interferometer with opencavity length of 90 µm, silica-cavity length of 160 µm and large lateral offset of 66 µm.
As seen in Fig. 1 (c), light intensity I 1 , I 2 , and I 3 are respectively reflected by three reflective surfaces (M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 ); L 1 and L 2 are the length of open-cavity and silica-cavity, respectively. The interference intensity of this structure is written as where 1 and k 2 are the transmission losses of the resonant cavity L 1 and L 2 , respectively; R is the reflectivity of the air interface and the silica interface;
are respectively the phase shifts of open-cavity, silica-cavity and hybrid-cavity; n 1 and n 2 are air and SMF refractive index, respectively; λ represent the wavelength.
The Fig. 2 shows spectrum of this dual-cavity Fabry-Perot interferometer which is equivalent to the superposition of interference signals of open-cavity, silica-cavity, and the hybrid-cavity. As seen in Fig. 3 (a) , the spatial frequency spectrum of the structure is achieved by FFT (fast Fourier transform) of the spectrum. The three peaks (peak 1, peak 2 and peak 3) are respectively corresponding to three cavities (open-cavity, silica-cavity, and hybrid-cavity). The spatial frequency values of peak 1, peak 2 and peak 3 are
respectively, where λ 1 and λ 2 are respectively wavelengths of two adjacent dips.
The phase spectrum of this structure is shown in Fig. 3(b) , where the phases are wrapped within the range of −π to π. The three specific phases corresponding to the three peaks (open-cavity, silica-cavity and hybrid-cavity) are highlighted by red circles. The phase of each cavity is easy to distinguish in the spatial frequency domain. Therefore, for the dualcavity hybrid fiber-optic FPI, the sensing information of each cavity can be obtained directly by phase demodulation in the spatial frequency domain with the advantages of simplicity, rapidity and high precision. For this hybrid structured FPI, simultaneous pressure and temperature measurement can be achieved via tracking the phase information of open-cavity and silica-cavity.
III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
High sensitivity pressure sensing can be achieved by opencavity for the reason that gas pressure can change refractive index. The relationship between the refractive index and the pressure of the nitrogen can be expressed as [18] 
where t, P and n are the temperature, the pressure and the refractive index of the nitrogen, respectively. To research the pressure response of dual-cavity Fabry-Perot interferometer, the sensor is embedded in a stainless steel tube under different nitrogen gas pressure, as shown in Fig. 4 . The output from a broadband light source (BBS) is introduced to the hybrid-cavity device by a circulator. The spectra of dual-cavity Fabry-Perot interferometer are recorded by an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) (YOKOGAWA AQ6370D) as the pressure rising from 0.2 to 1.0 MPa with a step of 0.1 MPa at the temperature of 25 • C, as shown in Fig. 5 (a) and 5(b). Reflection spectra change with different pressure, but the effect of pressure on the opencavity and the silica-cavity can not be obtained directly by the reflection spectra.
The spatial frequency spectra of this structure under different pressure are shown in Fig. 5(b) . Therefore, sensing information of open-cavity and the silica-cavity are gained in the spatial frequency domain. From Fig. 5(b) , variation of the peak value corresponding to open-cavity (black circle) or silica-cavity (red circle) is not strict linear or regular with changing of pressure, thus it is difficult to sense pressure by tracking variation of the peak value in the spatial frequency domain. Fortunately, this problem can be solved by monitoring phase change in the spatial frequency domain to realize sensing pressure.
The refractive index of the open cavity increases as the gas pressure increases. Therefore, the phase spectrum changes as the air pressure increases. As shown in Fig. 6 , simulated light propagation by beam propagation method (BPM) in the hybrid structured FPI with open-cavity length of 90 µm, silica-cavity length of 160 µm and lateral offset of 66 µm at the input wavelength of 1550 nm for different background refractive index (1, 1.1 and 1.2) , where the z-axis is the light propagation direction. The diameters of core and cladding are respectively 8.2 µm and 125 µm, and the refractive indexs of core and cladding are respectively 1.4682 and 1.4629 in simulation calculation.
Phase spectra of dual-cavity Fabry-Perot interferometer with different pressure are shown in the Fig. 7 . The changing of the phase corresponding to open-cavity (black box) or silica-cavity (red box) is strict linear or regular with changing of pressure. Therefore, sensing pressure can be achieved by tracking the changing of the phase corresponding to open-cavity and silica-cavity with variation of pressure. Pressure sensing characteristics for dual-cavity Fabry-Perot interferometer are shown in Fig. 8 . By phase demodulation in the spatial frequency domain, the pressure sensitivities of the open-cavity and silica-cavities are −2.07 rad/Mpa and −0.16 rad/Mpa, respectively.
Due to our limited experimental conditions, we only tested pressure measurements at room temperature (25 • C). Some people have studied strain sensing at different temperatures. Although the sensitivity is different at different temperatures, the linearity is good [19] .
Temperature characteristics of this structure can be studied via placing it in the temperature control box under a standard atmospheric pressure (101kPa). The spectra of dual-cavity Fabry-Perot interferometer are recorded as the temperature rising from 100 • C to 800 • C with a step of 100 • C, as shown in Fig. 9 (a) and 9(b). The spatial frequency spectra of this structure under different temperature are shown in Fig. 9(c) . The changing of the peak value corresponding to open-cavity (black circle) or silica-cavity (red circle) is not strict linear or regular with variation of temperature from Fig. 9(c) . Thus, it is difficult to sense temperature by demodulation of peak value in the spatial frequency domain. Phase spectra of dual-cavity Fabry-Perot interferometer with different temperature are shown in the Fig. 10 . The changing of the phase corresponding to open-cavity (black box) or silica-cavity (red box) is strict linear or regular with variation of temperature. By phase demodulation in the spatial frequency domain, the temperature sensitivities of −5.48 × 10 −4 rad/ • C and −1.5 × 10 −2 rad/ • C are respectively the open-cavity and silica-cavity.
Based on the above experimental study, pressure sensitivity of the open-cavity is higher than silica-cavity, however open-cavity is less sensitive to temperature compared with silica-cavity. Thus, this sensor can be applied for concurrent temperature and pressure measurement owing to its characteristics of pressure and temperature sensing.
The comparison of the proposed sensor with other reported sensors for the simultaneous measurement of pressure and temperature is shown in Table 1 . In the references mentioned, the highest temperature and pressure sensitivities reach 223.4 pm/ • C and 0.1007 nm/kPa, respectively. But they are either complicated in fabrication and costly, or they are bulky. From the comparison results we can see, the sensor we proposed is the smallest, and we use the phase demodulation method.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, a miniature fiber-optic Fabry-Perot interferometer is experimentally demonstrated for concurrent pressure and temperature sensing. The phase tracking in the spatial frequency domain is used to directly demodulate sensing information of each cavity for fiber-optic dual-cavity Fabry-Perot interferometer with the advantages of simplicity, rapidity and high precision. In addition, owing to the different temperature and pressure responses of open-cavity and silicacavity, this structure can simultaneously sense pressure and temperature by a demodulation matrix. The experimental results show that proposed sensing structure is satisfying for application to simultaneously sense pressure and temperature. Finally, the sensor is long-term stability once it is calibrated. 
